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In 1992, Duany ~ &
Company (DPZ) . . . Ind to lead
. . ffllllllr plan chamllll for . .
dowrlbln. It W8I clearly MCOgnlzed cuing
pRJCIII 11181 118
......... d . . Downcly . . .

newal; and . . bulldlng d large praj-

ecta, . . new

COIMlldlon CII ....

or dowlllDwn M,oppilag 11111111, &nlel'
. . bellef thal- placa could be
. . ........., d oldll' clllea.
In . . decade followlng . . 1992
Downclly Plan and
tolaw up In
1884, Pnwldance' I.IINln ....
.... COl.lllld to buld fflOffllfi,,
tum CMIIII; how8ver, Downclly'I
ANIIU9lopment mo'8d llowly and
tllfuly. The ColMlllan Center
complalld and properly COIIMClld
to . . Wllln Halal and Pruvldlnce
Place MIi - but. llgnllcanlly, nat to
Downclly. Ewn
earty
1992.
Dulny farlll\tl 1111 • a prallllm: ,r
natto be a d11mr, 118 eonventan Cenllr and . . dowlllDwn nut
bell_..aylr*8d.·

0n 8 poallNI natl, local det, 1lopera
began to l9Cle:,lllop hlllartc bulldlllgl
!rm apeclacular lofts cuing 118 1811

1-,.. bf.aging ma,y new ra1lde1118

to Downclyforll8 lrlt time. In addtlan, Downcllycanllnued to houle an
.
. . . . . araay d . . . . . . lnwaud be • auclll pat d . . . . .
Ing . . clly'I llllllllllnce. Andra llllullanl: Trtnlly Fllperby llllln,

Duany, . . pmJect p,;.ICfplll far DPZ.
• • • •d
Pruvldlnce could be
a cw lludy In 118 h11lawy d Analcan plm-q. having balll blnatld
and llJlereclflorn . . plm,lng ldw
d . . '80a. '10I. and '80I. Wllh . .
belt d
Pruvldlnce hal
. . . . . "*IY
In lmple-

PnMdance Perbmllag Arll ~
.... llllck Repeltoly 'Thealr9, and
AS220. Jot-.naon and Walel Unlver·
lily ..... cammllld to Downcly
by . . . . .Ill an early '80a DPZ
CllfflPUI plan. The plan commlllld to
det,elop.....
Pruvldlnce
ClllllpUI. Sharly ..... Rhode llland
Sdlaol d DI llgn IIICMld gradueahoall to Downcly . . . .d to
Jot..,aon and
Ragel'
WIiiiama UMMIIIIV ••IIIIINI lie
city's tlrll law ldlOCII CII VIMl*lglan

8lrNI.

GO

D01.TJNC11Y 'IODAY
Like many obi' American c:lllea. Providence
once l8lled nuch of la economic hopes on the

new Convention Center. In the all11nce of the
baachae and golf COUl'NII d the SUnbell ID Illtract the typical conven1lon vllllorl, hoMMr, It
la now clear that the economic future d the Convention Center 19118 on the health and vltallty d
the city lnltead. To that end, anolher chaneae
was lnlllalsd and held In March 2004.
Partlclpanta In the 2004 c:harrett8 came wllh
many d the aame complalnlB about Downclly ·
that were voiced during the earlier charrettea.
111818 ..... relalsd to parldlag, aafety, the Illtractlven111 of the Downclly 1118818; the availabllly of lffonllble houllng and apace for artlllB;
and the dNllcdlel of 1'9d1Mloplng older bulldInga for modem Ul8 ll'lder the exlllll'G l9glllalDry
envlrament.

conlnllly of . . urban fllbrtc.
can be ac>
complilhed by
In gapa In . . urban fabric
and by ma1c1ng partlcular' COf"•-.cllona betl.-.en
Downclly and the Convention Center and the
WIii aide nelghborhooda. Some of the lnterYenIlona . . efforts to rapalr the elects of pat
planning mlltakel or to nlllrall l8COfflffllllda
Ilona from the 1882 and 1994 plane that have .
not been lmplemenlld and are now even more
clearly Indicated than they were a decade ago.

Flnlt II W12Li*11t1r Snet. wlll narrow CIOl8
Nellon and dramallc- of encloluie. NeedIng only to recoo.,ect to the Well Side, 1h11 II
a dllllncllve and unuaualy beaullul lhopplng
llr8et. Walhlngton Street la clearty a ca*81
and llgnltlcant corridor; however, the quallly of
the pedestrian experience la ragged from ~
nady Plaza to the Welt Side, and the conclllon d
Ila lld1walks eerldl unfortunala llgnall. Arma
Downclly, cori'l8Ctlona allO need ID be ellabllhed flOln Weyba111a Snet to the Dlndn'
Donulll Cenllr, the Convention Center, and OY8I'
to the C8pllal Center araa. The key ID making
1w connections work la not just a COll'l'letlc
lmprowement dthe ...... but locatllag .......
caly ld8I dllled redewlopment projecla In order
to aeal8. contlnuoul fllllwolt d ...• • that . .
made .re and appalling. A symbiotic NlalllOi.lhlp should be eatabllhed . . . . . . CorMnllon
Cenllr vllllara and nNlldentB d nearby neighborhoods lhould be drawn lnlo Downclty and existIng and fubn
lhould be able Ind bolh
their dally
that llllnlct
1111n to urban
for

Providance la btunala ID have a dowlllDwn
that 1a both compact and hlghly walmble. It
emb1l1hed wllh an exlnlordlnary 8l'l'IOld d Intact. hlglHallally urban fabric • wel • a large
runber of 1111b1c
that dale back to the
heyday of Amer1can urbanllln. Dwlng the 2004
charr9111, the ..... nolld • Yf//ly llrong appraclaIon by 118 NlldenlB for lie hlllortc ardlllsmn
of PnMdence and the 8lllaul and thoughtful .,_
for1a dedlcalld to 118 pre111W111on. A runber d
obi' partlc:lpaa. llowewlr, ll,gglllld that exu11ti,e concam for IMJrlc preeeMlllon could
In
be an obllllcle to nldlu 1lapment. Thia
mulllple
...IIIOll.ld1:kMI_........

. . . . . . . . . . . . added

1111r•• fllnd.ln.."lllnd
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on 118 flnlt floor, that meela . . .._.._
IC8lldlng order: . . . . . .(

Nlldenllal IDJl)818
WIii,
. . blar* wal, . . openparlcq lat and 118 lridferad pal1dng garage . . PftV'llllvely nagallve
examplaa. Wtil Downcltyll8nt ls Cll'l8l1lly qull8
a lot of fronlage that can be 8\111111111 d • "acallanl" will a high degree of conllnulty, par1lcularty
along W811mln11ar Slnl8I. When 118 •axcalanr
fronlage Is combined wlh . . Improvement of
118 9promlalng9 lb.._. 118 rault ls a network
of pedalblarrfrlencly ........ Thia map damor\1118188 118 gape In 1w conllnulty of fronlage,
. . . . . . prlo(tly ID thole 81818 that are claeaat
caqJlalon. In par1lcular one can dlacam tlllt
. . ....., of . . fronlage degradea qulddy 11>-

1--

wardl . . weat whn . . hlglMay clnlnallclll1Y
. . . . . _ a cMle between Downdly andh
Welt Side neighborhoods. TIMI lay to corw1ecll11g
Downdly to . . neighborhoods wl be to bridge
118 highway will a pedalllrlan-frlandy bridge and
to ramedlale . . 111Q1e4WJle fradaga cbldllonl
on 118 app,oachel.

11le map of alllacllonl {right) provldea a quick
nlOlllon ~ OcM,dy's 8S8els. Unfortunately.
• 88811 on 1w map. many of lie alllacllona fall
aulllde of 119 lfflll an area where 118 ped11
trllll natwark rilolt lnlact. An ....,. fllw
nelghbolhood llructln baaed on 118 number of uaa,
......._, . . . . (a ckcle c:ter.Nld t,y a five- or
1Q.mlnule walk lam 118 canlilr, - ~ 8). 1luall. . lie PQll!nllalfor Cb1!n:1tY and 118 nll8lby 1111
neighborhoods to be kJIIIQlmad km a wllllrable
l.lban environment This envlnnnant would Include a wide nqe of neighborhoods will dlll'erent lleltyle opllonl, arts and enlarlalnment ven-

.........,_......wy.....

and erq,lc,Jment oppattunllea, and a Illy ID complalllag Downclty also enutng
that . . . . . . wel developed coo."l8dlons wllhln
Downclty .. wel.
OFTIEPI.M
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their bulldlngl. The end . . . . . lllllltillll!. . .
pm11ons dll8 buldlng-lnllde and
dHlgned for elect,.._ than t, - • •11D
the llmltallon on Cllllng helgllla. ltlf.,•mit
coding propaaal Is to lndlcille where l)llllcutll'
bulldlngs need to have 181811 fmnlage, In order
to ensure the conlfnulty d the alraet n8lwork.

·lnl•mt1Mcn11sA111M1,..!tl'
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PROPOSED: A combination of new and renovated buildings breathe life Into a formalized square, while redirected traffic patterns address the needs of both motorists
and pedestrians.

LASALLE SQUARE
Of the many specific proposals gen-

erated during the charrette, one of
the most crucial to Providence's
initial redevelopment push is the
reconfiguration of LaSalle Square.
Located at the intersection of Broadway and Empire Streets, this critical
junction is at the northwest comer of
Oownclty and is the receiving point
of a considerable amount of automobile traffic. This is often a source of
delay and frustration for drivers and
fear and discomfort for pedestrians.
However, surrounded by the Dunkin'
Donuts Center, the old Public Safety complex, BlueCross/BlueShield
(BCBS) headquarters and Trinity
Brewhouse, this intersection has the
potential to attract substantial pedestrian activity, both day and night and

to become an animated and vibrant
feature of Downcity. The pedestrian
quality of this square is a fundamental component of the effort to connect the Dunkin' Donuts Center and
the Convention Center to the rest of
Downcity and to connect a revitalized
Downcity to Federal Hill and the west
side neighborhoods.

TRANSFORMING AN INTERSECTION
TOASQUARE
The key to this transformation lies in
converting the public space from an
intersection to a square. By rerouting
traffic around a formalized LaSalle
Square, vehicular congestion can be
alleviated while providing for a more
interesting and comfortable pedestrian experience. Furthermore, remark-

ably little in the way of construction is
needed to effect this transformation.
Rather, creative collaboration would
be required between the city of Providence and BCBS in order to arrive at
a mutually beneficial arrangement.
With more than 3,000 employees,
BCBS is Providence's largest single
Downcity employer, and it is looking
to expand. The company's offices
are currently dispersed throughout
several buildings in Oownclty, but the
limits of growth that can be accommodated in its current facilities are
reached. This is precisely where the
city is in position to help. While the
underutilized (and probably expensive-to maintain) semi-circular plaza
in front of the BCBS headquarters is
insufficient for viable development,

EXISTING: An Intrepid pedestrian embarks on the long journey across the Broadway Empire Intersection.
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A facelift for the aging Dunkin' Donuts Civic Center will provide a prominent civic entrance at the north side of LaSalle Square. This new facade is an opportunity to /Ink
the convention center, civic center and newly renovated Holiday Inn.

the city owns various properties that
would provide good locations for additional office space.

PUBLIC/PRIVATE PARTNERSHIPS
ARE KEY TO REVITALIZATION
At the final charrette presentation

at the Biltmore Hotel, Andres Duany proposed a land swap between
BCBS and the city of Providence as
a way to meet their respective needs.
According to this plan, BCBS would
trade the private semi-circular plaza
as partial payment for one of four
Downcity sites that could be developed to provide the company with
the office space it requires. These
sites are described in detail in this report and indude 1) the failed •park• at
the northwest comer of Westminster
and Empire Streets; 2) the old Public Safety building and its expanded
block on LaSalle Square; 3) the Fogarty building (adjacent to the current
BCBS headquarters); and 4) the two
blocks straddling Orange Street on
the south side of Friendship. With
su~ transferal of property, the city
would then be at liberty to complete
LaSalle Square, while BCBS would
gain a lot that is better suited to its
programmatic needs. BCBS would
have the benefit of the attractive public space in the newly reborn square,
both 88 an amenity available to its

Aerial view of LaSalle Square area.

employees and 88 an appropriately

dignified setting and prestigious address for its current office building.

In addition to the tangible benefits
gained by both parties through such
an agreement, this proposal is key to
connecting and completing Downelty. Being one of two nudei of significant redevelopment (the other being
cathedral Square), this project could
initiate a ripple effect of subsequent
improvements. These Improvements
are likely to begin immediately on
the square once Its initial transfor-

Proposed are Improvements to: 1. Dunkin' Donuts Center; 2. Convention Center;
3. Blue Cross/Blue Shield; 4. Old Public Safety Complex; 5. Trinity Repertory The-

ate,; 6. Public Library.

mation has made the surrounding
parcels more attractive 88 redevelopment opportunities. By oollaborat-

ing in this effort, BCBS and the city
of Providence will reinforce the long

and mutually beneficial relationship

they have experienced and provide a

OLD PUBLIC SAFETY COMPLEX
By maneuvering Broadway Into the
newly formed square, this block
rec/alms enough area along Its
northern edge to accommodate a
surprising amount of parking. Ha1r
plly, this proposal allows for the
merltorious portions of the existing
historic building to be preserved
while maximizing development to
the site's full potential.

model of public/private collaboration
for others who look to play a significant role in the future of Providence.
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PROPOSED: BracJceted by the Atwe//s site and a proposed landmarlc hotel, the Broadway Bridge Is poised to become a gateway Into Providence.

fHE BROADWAY CONNECTION
DISCUSSION

side across the bridge, or catching a tunlty for significant architecture.

glimpse from 1-95, the view is domiThe two bridges connecting to the
nated by the Holiday Inn, a large but
northwest comer of Downcity from
the West Side neighborhoods con- unremarkable Modernist building
verge just west of LaSalle Square. with an ~ t e ~ - Because
Broadway and Atwells Avenue form of its potential visibility from the Ina triangle with the service road along terstate as well as its location at the
1-95 defining the edges of what used point where Broadway lands on the
to be the site of a circular gasoline Oowncity side of 1-95, the triangular
station. Approaching from the west site is a particularly important oppor-

At one time, drivers on 1-95 knew
they were in Providence because
of the dramatic view of the Capitol
building. This view is now blocked
by Providence Place Mall. Consequently, there is a opportunity to
establish a new signature gateway
for Providence. Two have been proposed: the first is to redesign the

EXISTING: W1th the view of the State House now blocked by Providence Place Mall, travelers have lost their monumental

sense of arrival.
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Aerial view of the Broadway Connec11on area.

1. Convention Center; 2. Dunkin' Donuts Center; 3. Holiday Inn; 4. Blue Cross/
Blue Shield; 5. Old Public Safety Complex; 6. Trinity Rep.

The existing Broadway Bridge features
a depressing view of the Holiday Inn
with the LaSalle Square Intersection
dissolving beyond.

Broadway Bridge and redevelop the
western edge of LaSalle Square; the
second is to transfonn Westminster
Street Bridge (see page 14) and redevelop the western edge of Cathed'31I Square.
The charrette plan suggests that the
developer of the old gas station site
should be encouraged to enlist a designer to take on the Broadway Street
Bridge superstructure, the proposed
hoteVcondo building on the triangular
site and a renovation of the existing
Holiday Inn as a single, unified composition. The site for the new building
is currently zoned for a height of 300
feet, allowing for a dramatically slim
building. The result would be a project that could take full advantage of
the opportunities for generating real
estate value and also mark Providence In a way that would distinguish
It from other locations along the linear
city of the Interstate. The renderings
In this section illustrate the effect of a
unified composition in three different
styles of architecture: modernist, traditional and postmodernist design.

These two variations show the possibilities of a small site zoned for a 300-foot high building. The traditional (above) and
modem/st (below) schemes depicted here supplement the preceding post-modem version and are Intended to demonstrate
that the style Is /nconsequentlaJ-ss long as the architecture Is exceptional.
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PROPOSED: Braclceted by the Atwells site and s proposed landmark hotel, the Broadway Bridge Is poised to become a gateway into Providence.

THE BROADWAY CONNECTION
side aaoss the bridge, or catchi119 a
glimpse from 1-95, the view is domiThe two bridges connecting to the
nated by the Holiday Inn, a large but
northwest comer of Downcity from
unremarkable Modernist building
the West Side neighborhoods converge just west of LaSalle Square. with an ~ ~ - Because
Broadway and Atwells Avenue form of Its potential visibility from the Ina triangle with the service road along terstate as well as Its location at the
1-95 defining the edges of what used point where Broadway lands on the
to be the site of a circular gasoline Downcity side of 1-95, the triangular
station. Approaching from the west site is a particularly important oppor-

DISCUSSION

tunlty for significant architecture.
At one time, drivers on 1-95 knew
they were in Providence because
of the dramatic view of the Capitol
building. This view is now blocked
by Providence Place Mall. Consequentty, there is a opportunity to
establish a new signature gateway
for Providence. Two have been proposed: the first is to redesign the

EXISTING: With the view of the State House now blocked by Providence Place Mall, travelers have lost their monumental

sense of arrival.
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Aerial view of the Broadway Connection area.

1. Convention Center; 2. Dunkin' Donuts Center; 3. Holiday Inn; 4. Blue Cross/
Blue Shield; 5. Old Pub/le Safety Complex; 6. Trinity Rep.

The existing Broadway Bridge features
a depressing view of the Holiday Inn
with the LaSalle Square intersection
dissolving beyond.

Broadway Bridge and redevelop the
westem edge of LaSalle Square; the
second is to transfonn Westminster
Street Bridge (see page 14) and redevelop the westem edge of Cathedral Square.
The charrette plan suggests that the
developer of the old gas station site
should be encouraged to enlist a designer to take on the Broadway Street
Bridge superstructure, the proposed
hoteVcondo building on the triangular
site and a renovation of the existing
Holiday Inn as a single, unified composition. The site for the new building
is currently zoned for a height of 300
feet, allowing for a dramatically slim
building. The result would be a project that could take full advantage of
the opportunities for generating real
estate value and also mark Providence in a way that would distinguish
it from other locations along the linear
city of the Interstate. The renderings
in this section illustrate the effect of a
unified composition in three different
styles of architecture: modemist, traditional and postmodemist design.

These two variations show the possibilities of a small Bite zoned for a 300-foot high building. The traditional (above) and
modernist (below) schemes depicted here supplement the preceding post-modem version and are intended to demonstrate
that the style Is Inconsequential-as long as the architecture Is exceptional.
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The public housing complex at Cathedral Square should be renovated or rebuilt to provide a

more pedestrian-friendly streetscape.

CATHEDRAL SQUARE
DISCUSSION
Cathedral Square is a classic example of an ear1ier generation of
planning ideas: a large-scale urban renewal project incorporating public housing and replacing
the older street grid with a system
of now under-utilized pedestrian
walkways. At the time of the 1995
charrette, repairing such extensive
damage to the urban fabric seemed
improbable. However, during the
2004 charrette, discussions with
the Archdiocese and other relevant
stakeholders indicated a general
willingness to consider the radical

surgery necessary to restore Cathedral Square.

sections that bring Weybossett and
Cranston Streets into Westminster
once formed a ·bow tie· that gave
Once a beautiful and significant pubthis stretch of Westminster particulic space located at the point where
lar importance. When we compare
Westminster and Weybosset Streets
the diagram of the street network
converged, Cathedral Square served
in 1844 with the currently existing
both as a proper setting for the cathedral and as a dramatic point of condition, we see that the redevelarrival from the west side neighbor- opment of Cathedral Square eradihoods. The square was also a sig- cated the eastern end of the bow
nificant place because this stretch of tie. This disrupted the continuity of
Westminster Street collected incom- the traditional street network in a
ing traffic from neighborhoods farther way that underscores the isolation of
to the west and south, thanks to the Downcity from the west side neighconvergence of Westminster and borhoods, a result of the construction
Cranston Streets. The two Y inter- of 1-95.

IIIIIDrlc atrNt

INllla'n by ............

the dlagonll COGaectlon
of Weybo111t lnlt to

W.allnllllatlr.
D. Renova or Nbulld the
public housing complex to

provide a more pedestrian•

___frlend~atreetsca~-· ~ - - -PAGE 12

THEN AND NOW: The Cathedral of Saints Peter and Paul was formerly the anchor of a magnificent plaza that included a
sharply angled comer site reminiscent of New Yorlc City's famous Flatiron building. Today, visitors are detoured away from
the
- ~_thed
..;__ra_l_be
_ fore
__~_a_m_m_ing
_ m_to_ the
_ u_nforg
__
M_~ _ wa
_1i_
1o_f_&_·shop
__M
_c_~_m_M_Y_A_u_d_~_n_u_m_._____________

cCTlffG

OWNCITY

Above and below, left: Recalling scenes from medieval Europe,. the cathedral Is nestled into the dense urban fabric wtth its towers soaring above the neighboring residences. Above and below, right:The reopening of Westminster Street can infuse vitality into this inhospitable passage now devoid of human activity.

For traffic headed downtown from SOLUTIONS
the west, Westminster Street terminates at McVinney Auditorium and The proposed plan for cathedral
funnels vehicular traffic to tum along Square involves implementing a
the service road. Pedestrian traffic is number of specific interventions that
also forced to find a path around the are designed to restore the character
building - a route that is neither obvi- and continuity of the traditional urous nor welcoming - or to detour to ban fabric, recover the vitality of the
Washington Street. For traffic going square as a proper setting for an imwest, Westminster Street is closed portant building, encourage strategic
at Empire Street, forcing a detour to redevelopment projects that will be
an Important key to the completing
Weybosset Street.
of Downclty, and restore the viability
The pedestrian walkway that contin- of the Downcity side of a connection
ues up the hill to the square is closely to the west side neighborhoods. The
lined with the stark and looming brick first step is to reopen Westminster
facades of the public housing com- Street and cathedral Square to veplex. The large square in front of the hicular traffic by removing the pecathedral is accessible only to pe- destrian mall at the east end and dedestrians, but there is little reason for molishing the McVinney Auditorium
pedestrians to be there. In addition, at the other. With the demolition of
the area suffers from both the reality the McVinney Auditorium, the Archand the perception of crime, a situa- diocese can make additional land
tion that is made worse by the rela- available for redevelopment, not only
to meet its own needs but as a way
tive lack of traffic.
to generate capital to support other
parts of this project.

The design team suggests the development of townhouses or other low
buildings to the west of the cathedral,
which will present a more attractive
gateway to Downcity from the Interstate and the west side neighborhoods. In a traditional manner, the
cathedral would be visible above
the urban fabric. This overall composition, in conjunction with the proposal to make over the Westminster
Bridge, would be one of the two signature gateways to Providence.

al 2, the more modest proposition, a
relatively inexpensive transfonnation
of the fac;ade involving the addition
of bay windows and the enclosure of
the useless (and unsafe) arcades, is
suggested. Both proposals illustrate
the value of a feature that serves to
tenninate the vista as one looks up
Westminster Street to the west. In
Proposal 1, an arch indicates the
east end of the Westminster Bridge
and marks the connection to the west
side neighborhoods.

To the east of cathedral Square,
stark modernist buildings contain
public housing units and social services. There Is a lack of activity at
street level that creates a feeling of
insecurity. Two proposals have been
recommended to improve this stretch
of Westminster. In Proposal 1, the
existing buildings are replaced with
townhouses of the same type, architectural character and scale as the
townhouses that might be built between the square and 1-95. In Propos-

During the charrette, a number of
groups talked about the need to
create a large gathering place for
outdoor cultural events and performances. cathedral Square should
be redesigned in the manner of a
European plaza suitable for multiple
uses. A property designed plaza can
be used to park cars when needed
for that purpose, or It can be closed
off and used for large gatherings,
with the cathedral as a beautiful
backdrop.

Aerial view of Cathedral Square area.

Proposed Interventions: 1. Westminster Street reopened; 2. redevelopment parcels; 3. the new plaza; 4. Uner buildings; 5. renovated public housing project. 6.
Empire Marlcet.
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PROPOSED: A view of the proposed arcaded Westminster Street bridge.

THE WESTMINSTER CROSSING
DISCUSSION
Although
physically connecting
Downcity with the west side neighborhoods, the 1-95 bridges are a
psychological obstacle to active

pedestrian connection between the connection between Downcity and
neighborhoods. The experience of the West Side, there should be two
walking across any of the bridges is kinds of interventions: a physical
daunting enough, so that one is un- improvement of the bridges and the
likely to brave It unless there Is sig- establishment of immediate destinanificant motivation. In order to create tions on both sides such that there is

Places for artists, small-scale retailers and street vendors could be made available in an arcade that would run the length
of Westminster Street bridge.
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Aerial view of the Westminster Crossing area.

PROPOSED: Use excess bridge width to create an arcaded walkway on Westminster Street bridge.

a continuous and high-quality pedestrian experience as one approaches
the bridges from either side.
Considerable discussion took place
at the charrette regarding an earlier proposal that would deck over
a substantial stretch of 1-95 in
Providence and, consequenUy,
disrupt the urban fabric. Two problems with the proposal were recognized: First, there is the problem
with creating connections across a
decked-over highway if the deck is
to be simply landscaped as a park;
and, second, although this might
be a desirable and even feasible
solution in the long run, it is cosUy
and difficult enough that It is unlikely to happen in the near future.
Other solutions were considered,
Including the possibility of decking
over only a small section between
two bridges or widening the bridge
to allow an opportunity to create a
more sheltered pedestrian connec-

Elevation of proposed arcade for Westminster Street bridge.

Street vendors, such as this woman
selling fresh fruit, offer more than food
for the passersby; they also set the
stage for dally Interactions that contribute to the sense ofsecurity and familiarity within an urban neighborhood. Providing a respectable location for street
vendors can restore pride In their trade
and encourage Informal encounters
among members of the community.

tion.

SOLUTIONS
A more immediate and cost-effectlve solution was suggested when
the team discovered that the existIng bridge at Westminster Street is
actually wider than It needs to be. It
is possible to use that excess width
In order to tum the aosslng Into a
more comfortable experience for pedestrians and to offer real rewards to
those on their way to destinations on
the other side of the bridge.
The proposal is to use the excess
bridge width to create an arcaded
walkway along with a series of small,

Low-cost stalls could be made available for vendors In the arcade.

low-cost stalls that could be made caded walkway that would provide and regrettable gap in the pedesavailable to vendors while still al- shelter with occasional views of the trian connection could be turned into
lowing two travel lanes for vehicular highway through windows. Places an asset and an attraction. From
traffic. This could be accomplished for artists, street vendors and small- the highway, the bridge would also
without having to add any additional scale retailers could be made avail- become a significant symbol at the
structure to the existing bridge. The able, although It would be important gateway to Providence, part of a picoverall effect would be similar to the to establish standards and guidelines turesque composition that includes
famous Ponte Vecchio in Florence, for the use of these spaces. As a re- the proposed redevelopment at caItaly. The north side would be an ar- suit, what is currenUy an unpleasant thedral Square.
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PROPOSED: Emmett Square can be formalized Into a magnificent point of arrival for those arriving from Capito/ HNI.

EMMETT SQUARE
DISCUSSION
Capital Center is better connected to
the city than it has ever been in certain respects, and continued development in that area will give it increasing importance. For its part, the mall
was well designed for its urban setting providing reasonably pedestrianfriendly frontage along Francis Street.
The problem is the lack of pedestrian
connection between the north side of
Memorial Boulevard (at the mall) and

the Biltmore Hotel. In the prior plan,
there were two important stipulations
attached to the building of the mall.
First, there was to be no cinema built
there. This would present the opportunity to locate a cinema that could
help bring convention visitors into
Downcity. Second, there was to be
no pedestrian bridge connecting the
convention center and the mall. Contrary to these stipulations, both the
pedestrian bridge and cinema were
built. As a result, the bridge provides

a very effective connection to the mall
from the convention center; however,
getting from the streets of Downcity to
the mall and the pedestrian bridge is
difficult.
Emmett Square is a confusing area
with aisscrossing lanes and a scattering of islands and dividers. This ia
confusing for vehicular traffic, difficu
for pedestrians to traverse, and surrounded by an Incoherent suburban
architectural look that is not worthy of

B. Won wllh the relevllnt
land owners to encourage
Ndevelopment of the
thrN key ..... shown ..propoaed" on the alta plan.

EXISTING: ·Emmett Intersection• hosts the chanette team, shown here stranded amid a
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sea of asphalt.

CONNECTING AND COMPLETING DOWNCITY
thii important location in Providence.
Next to the Biltmore Hotel is an open
parking lot and a rather utilitarian
car rental operation that would be
more appropriate to an airport location. The extension of the Providence
Joumal building has been built as a
single-story windowless structure that
looks like an outdated suburban bank.
There is a proposal to add an exterior
escalator to offer visible access to the
pedesbian bridge that would stretch to
the mall aaoss the nine lanes of highway and terminate in the city. While
this provides a little Improvement. the
main problems remain untouched.

SOLUTIONS
Both traffic calming and pedestrian
comfort could be improved by reformIng this complex intersection into a
coherent square. To accomplish this,
two lanes of one-way traffic should
be built around the square on three
aides. (On the east side, adjacent
to Kennedy Plaza, two-way traffic
would be pennitted to allow buses
to cut directly to the Plaza avoiding
the square.) Pedestrian crossings
would be easier as well as safer.
The landscaped site next to the
Westin should be made available for
development. In addition, the surface lot next to the parking structure
owned by the Providence Journal
should be used for an expansion of
the parking structure, with building
frontage along Fountain Street and a
pedestrian bridge connecting to the
Providence Journal building. This
new parking capacity could be used
to serve the parking requirements of
the Biltmore Hotel.

Aerial view of Emmett Square area.

Emmett Square today Is, In fact, not a •square• but an Intersection. Complex, non-orthogonal Intersections can often add
consldereb/e Interest to urban fonn. However, Emmett Square Is a cumulative faNure ofpiecemeal adjustments. Viewed from
above, It Is easy to understand the apprehension ofpedestrians thinking about venturing from Downclty to Providence Place
or vice-versa.

The redesign of the streets around
the square would allow a little additional land for redevelopment of the
green extension to the Providence
Journal building as an attractive
western edge to the square.
Eventually the highway geometrics
characterizing Memorial Boulevard
will need to be redesigned to create a
more appropriately urban boulevard.
This would be the final, but nonetheless important, move in creating a
closer connection between Capital Oozing from the base of the Providence Journal's less-than-elegant curtain wall
facade is the even more dismal executive parldng structure. Upon entering DownCenter and Downcity.
city along Francis Street, this garage is the first building to greet pedestrians and
motorists alike and serves as a gruesome sentry to Kennedy Plaza.

Improvements are proposed to: 1. Convention Center; 2. Providence Journal;
3. BIitmore Hotel.
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PROPOSED: A new cinema would complete the north frontage of Washington Street and act as a node along the transition between PPAC on Weybosset Street and
the Convention Center.

THE MATHEWSON TRANSITION
DISCUSSION

OBSERVATION: Mathewson

_ Street Is the key connection
from the Convention Center to
the PPAC Plaza.

RECOMMENDATIONS:

A. Replace the small parking
lot behind the Providence
Journal building with parking
along Fountain Street, and
restore the continuity of the
Mathewson Street axis from
PPAC to the Convention Center.
B. Redesign Mathewson Street
between Fountain and Sabin
Streets as an active square that
provides an inviting transition
between the Convention Center
and Downcity.
C. Redevelop the existing
surface parking lot as
structured parking with
pedestrian-oriented frontage,
possibly as a site for a
proposed five-plex cinema and
housing.
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The Providence Convention Center, with its open glass fayade and
entrance facing the intersection of
Mathewson and Sabin Streets, is well
designed as an urban facility. Where
many similar facilities in other cities
are sealed off from the urban context, convention visitors can look out
from the lobby to view the art deco
fac;ade of the Providence Performing
Arts Center. In principle, Mathewson
Street is an ideal opportunity to bring
Convention Center visitors into the
heart of the arts and entertainment
district.

Unfortunately, the view of this crucial connection from the Convention
Center is currently dominated by
parking lots, backs of buildings and
streets that lack vitality. As a result,
visitors are lured in the other direction - across the bridge to the mall.
The alignment of Mathewson Street
is interrupted by a small parking lot
behind the Providence Journal building. Although there is a newly renovated building on the west corner of
Mathewson and Fountain Streets, the
east side of the block, between Fountain and Washington, is entirely taken
up with surface parking. While activity
can be found just a few blocks away

from the Convention Center, there is
little to indicate this when viewing the
area from inside the building. Lacko
light and pedestrian life on the street
are likely to raise concerns about the
safety of venturing out even to known
destinations.

SOLUTIONS
A number of renovation projects are
in the pipeline in the vicinity of the
Convention Center. This indicates
that potential exists to turn this are
into a more inviting bridge between
the Convention Center and the com
mercial area found along Washington, Westminster and Weybosset

EXISTING: This surface lot devastates the otherwise continuous north side of Washington Street and makes for an unglamorous approach to the Convention Center's Downcity entrance.

CONNECTING AND COMPLETING DOWNCITY

Miami Beach architect and icon Morris Lapidus states that just as moths
are attracted to light, so, too, are people." This light-filled plazoleta beckons
convention-goers to venture into Downcity rather than cross the bridge to the
mall and can serve as an effective transition between the Convention Center
and the streets of Downcity.

· Streets. (The potential replacement
of the Fogarty Building is one important opportunity that has yet to
take shape.) In order to knit these
developments together and create a
comfortable transition from the Convention Center, however, the gaps
in the pedestrian frontage created
by surface parking need to be filled
in. In addition, the continuation past
the Providence Journal building to
the Convention Center needs to be
made both more pedestrian-friendly
and more inviting from the vantage of
the Convention Center visitors.

The first step is to remove the small
parking lot tacked on to the rear of
r~ the Providence Journal building and
restore the continuation of Mathewson Street. The parking capacity now
·provided by the rather unattractive
parking lot would be replaced with a
more dignified solution: a tree-lined
service lane that takes advantage of
the extra width on Fountain Street
to create reserved parallel parking
along the south side of the Journal
building.
With the removal of the parking lot,
;the continuation of Mathewson Street
from Fountain to Sabin Street can be
reconfigured as a small square that
would be well-lit and activated by a
,pavilion or interactive fountain. The
owners of the Providence Journal
should also contribute to the qual-

Aerial view of the Mathewson Street transition area.

ity of the square. By redesigning the
rear fa~ade of the building, which is
now liberated from its parking lot, it
becomes an additional entrance.
This entrance could serve a more
public function, capable of contributing to the activity of the square. One
possibility suggested during the charrette was that this would be an ideal
location for a museum dedicated to
the history of Providence.
The large parking lot between Fountain and Washington Streets should
be redeveloped as a parking structure with pedestrian-oriented frontage
along Mathewson and Washington
Streets. The corner of Fountain and
Mathewson Streets is visually prominent from the lobby of the Convention
Center making this a possible site for
a dramatic and inviting gateway to
Mathewson Street. The rendering
shown on this page illustrates a well. lit and animated marquee that provides information regarding arts and
entertainment opportunities in Downcity. At the south end of the proposed
building, the fa~de also repairs the
current gap in the Washington Street
corridor. Overall, the goal should be
to strengthen the Mathewson Street
connection by encouraging redevelopment at strategic points along the
whole corridor. Visitors should ideally be able to look down Mathewson
Street toward PPAC and see several destinations towards which they

1. Convention Center; 2. Providence Journal; 3. Fogarty Building; 4. Blue Cross!
Blue Shield; 5. Biltmore Hotel; 6. University of Rhode Island.

might walk. This effect can also be
reinforced with a consistent lighting
program.
During the charrette, the team
learned that there is a cinema company eager to find a location in
Downcity. This is very good news
from the standpoint of the effort to
create a more connected and completed neighborhood. Cinemas are
not only desirable as attractions and
amenities, they also help to stimulate
activity that is distributed relatively
evenly during the day (as opposed to
theater and performing arts facilities
which tend to create concentrated
surges in the restaurant business by
starting and letting everyone out at
one time).

Because of the particular importance
of activating the connection between
the Convention Center and the city,
the charrette team identified several
potential sites for a cinema along
Mathewson Street. The first of these
sites is the surface parking lot along
Mathewson Street (between Washington and Fountain Streets). In the
proposed design the cinema would
have entrances along Mathewson
Street, but its front doors would face
Washington Street. There could be a
marquee on Fountain Street facing
the Convention Center, which might
market other arts and entertainment
opportunities as well. In this way, visitors might be drawn not only to the
cinema but also to the Washington
Street corridor and beyond.
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PROPOSED: Option 3--The grandest of the three candidate schemes allows for a dignified PPAC Plaza to terminate the Mathewson Street corridor, opposite the
Convention Center.

PPAC PLAZA
DISCUSSION
Although the conversion of Weybosset Street to two-way traffic is a
necessary part of the restoration of
the city's street network, the Providence Performing Arts Center (PPAC)
is concerned that this will disrupt their
patrons' ability to take advantage of a
drop-off in front of the center. At one

point in Weybosset Street, there is a
widening of the sidewalk for a structure that was originally a comfort
station but now serves as a police
substation. In addition to the concern
expressed by PPAC regarding the
future of its drop-off area, there are
other reasons to consider redesigning this whole area as the street is
converted back to two-way traffic.

The small, rather formless, plaz
around the comfort station is unre
markable in its current configuratio
and visually chaotic. As the souther
termination of what should be a ma
jor connection across Downcity, th
PPAC plaza is a missed opportunity
Concentrating activity around th
PPAC will help create a distinctiv
sense of place to contribute to th

- OBSERVATION: ~ ''
WeytioSset Street Js
scheduled to be restored to
two-way traffic as part of the
gradual restoration of the
system of two-way streets
proposed by an earlier plan.
RECOMMENDATION:
Redesign VVeybosset Street
in front of PPAC to give it a
more distinctive identity as
an attractive plaza.

EXISTING: As Weybosset Street bellies out in f1"9i:lt of PPAC, the former comfort station is orphaned in a loosely forme
setting.
,
':
'
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Aerial view of the PPAC Plaza area.

1. Grace Church; 2. PPAC; 3. Johnson & Wales University.

momentum reflected in the upgrading of the businesses and restaurants
along Weybosset Street.

SOLUTIONS
To create this sense of place, three
different schemes (shown next) were
developed for the PPAC Plaza. The
first scheme was the simplest and
most inexpensive solution, although
one that accomplishes little more
than maintaining the drop-off area for
PPAC. Weybosset Street would be
returned to its original configuration,
with a drop-off area established in
front of PPAC through the use of striping on the road surface. The comfort
station would be removed (possibly
relocated to LaSalle Square) in order
to make sufficient room for both twoway traffic and the drop-off within the
right. of way.

Option 1 (Le~)-Wtth the comfort station relocated to LaSalle Square, two-way traffic and generous sidewalks are restored
along Weybosset Street while PPAC receives a drop-off lane. Option 2 (Center)-Two-way traffic is restored to Weybosset,
but is parted by the comfort station as a median. This diversion of westbound traffic pe""its a generous drop-off area for
PPAC guests. Option 3 (Right)-PPAC is graced by a proper plaza featuring cobblestone pavers throughout. Rather than
striping, bollards delineate implied sidewalks and drop-off.

The second scheme is a little more
ambitious. The plaza around the
comfort station would be turned into
an island dividing the two-way traffic
along Weybosset Street. The dropoff area in front of PPAC would be
established with bollards.
The third scheme (also shown on
page 18) is the most radical and
distinctive solution. The pavement
of the entire area in front of PPAC,
including the sidewalks, would be
turned into a well-designed and carefully detailed cobblestone plaza. In
this configuration, parking would be
accommodated in the manner of
European plazas that are used with
extraordinary adaptability to accommodate parking, vehicular traffic
(moving slowly), and pedestrians.
The comfort station could remain in

Existing: Views of Weybosset Street

place and a change in surface from
asphalt to cobblestone would help
to calm traffic. Through-traffic would
be accommodated but calmed in
part by the change in surface from

asphalt to cobblestone. This solution
would have the advantage of creating a more distinctive place at the
termination of Mathewson Street, a
place that is both much more flexible

in its potential uses and capable of
providing a more dramatic setting for

PPAC.
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PROPOSED: By introducing a civic use in the OPJ building, this area of Downcity could be reenergized.

JHE OLD PROVIDENCE JOURNAL
DISCUSSION
One of the gems of Westminster
Street, the old Providence Journal
building, is situated at a location near
a number of recently renovated loft
buildings that are beginning to bring
new residents to the neighborhood.
The size and structure of the building make it a potential site for the
cinema seeking a location in Downcity. As noted above, the cinema
would play an important role both by
adding to the amenities available in
Downcity and by bringing a steady
level of activity to the streets around
it. Although this site would not have
the immediate impact of a location
along Mathewson Street, a cinema
located here would bring people to

EXISTING: One of the finest architectural works in Downcity, the old Providen
Journal building can once again become a vibrant contributor by adapting its
function to suit modem needs.
Westminster Street where there is
currently not much happening at
night. This area will become increasingly important as a connection be-

Aerial view of the Old Providence Journal site.
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tween the Westminster and Washin
ton Street corridors of Downcity an
the expected redevelopment of
Jewelry District and Old Harbor area.

PROPOSED: A six-plex cinema could be located in the OA
Providence Journal building.

CONNECTING AND COMPLETING DOWNCITY

PROPOSED: Preserving the historic
Rialto Cinema building can be facilitated by adapting its overall use to accommodate the needs of the adjacent
land owners. The cinema would regain
its original function, while the existing
parking spaces receive protection from
the weather.

EXISTING: The Rialto Cinema has suffered over the years, but its fonner presence can be resurrected with only minimal
attention.

THE RIALTO CINEMA
DISCUSSION
The Rialto Theatre is a small but
once-handsome historic structure on
Mathewson Street between Washington Street and Westminster Street.
Behind it, there is a surface parking lot accessible from Snow Street,
which is currently under multiple
ownerships and difficult to redevelop.
Parking lots like this one are crucial
to the business of leasing space in
nearby buildings. This parking dependence is often a critical obstacle
to the transformation of surface parking lots into uses more appropriate
for Downcity.
This site is a particularty promising

Aerial view of the Rialto Cinema site.

location for a cinema. Aside from the
symbolic appeal of restoring and reusing a building that had been built
historically as a theatre, the site has
the opportunity to bring light and aer
tivity to a midpoint area between the
two major anchors at opposite ends
of the Mathewson Street corridor:
PPAC and the Convention Center.
A cinema in this location would draw
visitors to the center of Downcity and
hold up the middle of the Mathewson
street connection.

SOLUTION
In the proposal generated during the
charrette, the historic fa~de of the
Rialto Cinema is maintained. A res-

taurant is proposed for the space on
the second floor above the lobby. By
decking over the surface parking,
space for a six-plex cinema would be
created enabling the current owners
to keep their parking capacity and
add an evening use for it. In fact, this
redevelopment could be organized in
partnership with the existing owners,
which would benefit them in various
ways. As the existing owners may be
hesitant to enter into a partnership
with a cinema, since such businesses are notoriously unreliable, it would
be important to provide sufficient reassurance with regard to the strength
and stability of the cinema company.

Possible site for a six-plex cinema.
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DOWNCITY PARKING SOLUTIONS
DISCUSSION
The good news is that people are coming to Downcity; the bad news is that
they are finding it increasingly difficult
to park. The director of one of the th~
ater companies commented that the
high cost of parking has become a big
issue for his audi~nce which has to
pay nearly as much to park as they do
for the ticket to the show. In addition,
Downcity business owners are certain
that they are losing business because
there is either too little parking or it is
too expensive for their clientele.

RE
A.
•
authority to

.............-of

city's

parking Infrastructure
and consider Incentives

for altematlve funding
mechanisms, which Include
the consideration of publlc/
private partnerships.

a. Ensure that the parking
facllltles are Integrated Into

the continuous network of
pedestrian.friendly streets.

C. Establish a parking spine

along Snow Street, with
coordinated slgnage to guide
visitors.

The design team identified substantial
parking capacity but noted that it isn't
always available to the public, nor is it
easy to find or convenient to every location. The parking garages at the mall
and Convention Center are not used
to capacity. However, when the mall
was built, connections to these parking facilities from Downcity were not
convenient. The large parking garage
on Washington Street was recently
restricted to monthly renters only. This
rule was enacted as a response to
sharp increases in insurance rates due
to the high level of vandalism associated with short-term parking operations
in that location. The unavailability of
this lot has created an inconvenience
for the patrons of the newly renovated
Biltmore Hotel.

DISCUSSION

: The

.......... of Downclty need

a market.

RECOMMENDATION:
Acquire a site for an
urban market and parking
structure at Weybossett and
Empire Streets.
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city's parking capacity needs to be coordinated by a centralized parking authority. One of the things that makes
this possible is the ability to offer the
spaces as incentives to developers
willing to build to the plan within a particular period of time. This is a way to
get those who are speculating and sitting on their land to act more quickly.
Once the proposed 3,000 spaces
have been established along the parking spine, the city should not build any
more. It is possible to exceed the carrying capacity of a downtown by oversupplying parking.

when their business is completed.
the pedestrian experience is good, a
there is enough activity on the stree
the parking doesn't always need to
so convenient. Part of the solution
the parking problem is weaving
downtown together so that there is
•park once· environment. Analysis
the walkable frontages shows that
network is not yet continuous.

Finally, much of the parking capacity
located along a north-south axis
stretches from Johnson & Wales to
Convention Center along Snow Str
SOLUTION
A potential capacity of approximat
Three issues emerge as part of the One source of the obsession with park- 3,000 spaces exists here. If this
solution to the parking situation. First, ing is that people are coming down- was designated as the •parking spin
parking needs to be treated as a cru- town with one destination in mind. a single system of signs could be
cial part of the city's infrastructure. The They want to park nearby and leave ated to guide visitors to this parking.

EMPIRE MARKET

OBSERV~

The proposed parking spine: 1. Dunkin' Donuts Center; 2. Convention Center;
Public Ubrary; 4. Grace Church; 5. PPAC; 6. Johnson & Wales University.

If Downcity is going to attract a critical
mass of residents to the convenience
and excitement of urban living, it is
necessary to attract retail that will enable residents to meet their ordinary
daily needs within walking distance.
The first and most important anchor
for a residential neighborhood is a
market. It is crucially important, however, that a new market be properly
located and not just left to chance.
In order to attract a good market to
Downcity, and ensure that the location contributes to "completing and
connecting• Downcity, it is necessary
to identify an appropriate site and facilitate its acquisition so that it is rel-

Because of the change in grade
the site, the entrance to the ma
could be on the alley, and the e
trances to shops on the second le
could face on to Weybossett Str
A parking structure of six or sev
stories above the market and ot
SOLUTION
retail could add to the overall parki
capacity
of Downcity.
An ideal site at the intersection of
Weybossett and Empire Streets, The site is currently in the hands
where the diagonal into Cathedral two owners. Although it should
Square is to be restored, was iden- be difficult to recognize that their la
tified. This location is both close to would be worth a great deal more
Cathedral Square and the Westmin- the development of their two par
ster bridgehead, and it could also be- were coordinated, the site could
come an important connection to the acquired through condemnation
Jewelry District as it is redeveloped the City or the Convention Cent
and improved. Large enough to en- authority, if necessary. A good m
compass a market with a footprint of ket in the right location is a criti
10,000 square feet, the site also has component in completing Down ·
70 spaces of surface parking in front. as a residential neighborhood.
atively easy for the market to come
in. Ideally, the site should be located
close to the bridge at Westminster
Street, so that it is accessible to the
residents of both Downcity and the
west side neighborhoods.

CONNECTING AND COMPLETING DOWNCITY

The Westminster Street •bow tie• Is anchored by opposite bookends: Citizens Bank to the west and Cathedral Square to the east.

THE WESTSIDE BRIDGEHEAD
DISCUSSION
From the west side of the bridge to
the triangle formed by the convergence of Westminster and Cranston
Streets, Westminster Street is currently characterized by an uneven
pattern of development. The buildings on the north side of the street
are beginning to reflect a renewed
pattern of retail, but the domination
of the south side of the street by
Classical and Central High Schools
has some unfortunate impacts. High
schools are almost always considered undesirable land uses locally
because of the combined effects of
traffic and the presence at certain

times of the day of large numbers
of high schools students. In addition, the modem structure of Classical High School is set back from the
street in a way that disrupts any possible continuity of pedestrian frontage. Citizens Bank holds the apex
of the triangle that forms the western
side of the Westminster Street "bow
tie," but beyond it there are large surface parking lots.
This stretch of Westminster Street is
a crucial connection between Downcity and the west side for several reasons. It is the western bridgehead of
this important bridge - the point of
arrival and departure that mirrors the

proposed redevelopment of Cathedral Square. It is also historically the
western end of one of the distinctive
and dramatic features of the historic
fabric of Providence: the "bow tie"
formed by the convergence of two
major streets. The proposed restoration of this historic piece of urban
form and the emphasis that might
be given to it by way of infill and redevelopment at critical points, offers
an opportunity to create a piece of
beautiful, lively and distinctive urban
fabric it will read as a continuous urban place even across the usually
overwhelming divide of the Interstate
highway.

C. Identify opportunities
for land swaps that would
mist the school board
In rnolvlng Its need for

addltlonal space In return for
cooperation In Improving the

frontage along Westminster

Street.

Aerial view of the West Side Bridgehead area.

Uner buildings along Westminster Street are proposed to
mask surface parking. 1. Citizens Bank 2. Classical High
School 3. Central High School.
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PROPOSED: Though derived from an earlier plan, this rendering demonstrates the character Intended for the new West Side Common.

THE WESTSIDE COMMON
DISCUSSION
As mentioned before, one of the
keys to creating connections across
the divide formed by the highway is
to create places of sufficiently high
quality where one arrives after braving the experience of the bridge. At
the western approach to the Washington Street Bridge, there is the
new public safety complex, with its
parking garage and a great deal of
open land devoted to surface parking. The effect is a kind of ·no man's
land• before one begins to get into
the more interesting streets of the
West Side neighborhoods.

SOLUTIONS

ENDATION:
Encou
• pattam of
Nlatlvely smalkcale lntlll
development along
Fountain Street that will
establish a distinctive
charactar of mixed-use
development from the west
side of the Washington
Street Bridge.

On close examination of the street
pattern and existing land uses, the
charrette team came to the conclusion that Washington Street,

which lies between Dean and Winter Streets, is a ·B· street, whereas
West Fountain Street is the more
important and promising connection to the neighborhood. In order to
create a more welcoming place to
mark one's arrival on the West Side,
the team proposed a realignment
of West Fountain to connect more
directly to Washington Street (as
shown in the plan). Both the surface
parking to the south and the fac;ade
of the parking garage to the north
would be masked by a layer of townhouse-scaled buildings. This same
approach is also used to reduce the
scale of Washington Street, which
currently reflects highway geometrics, and to provide a transition to the
neighborhood from the larger buildings along the highway. Although the
rendering reflects an eartier scheme
than the one that appears in the plan,

Aerial view of what is now being called Westside
Commons.
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it suggests the scale and character
of the buildings around what is now
being called the Westside Common.
Continuing up West Fountain Street,
a number of sites exist that are suitable for infill development. In addition, on the edges of the more consistently residential neighborhood
to the west, a fair number of older,
small industrial buildings are ripe for
redevelopment. The intention is to
use this overall reconfiguration of
the area as a strategy to encourage
smaller increments of redevelopment here than in other parts of the
study area. This approach not only
creates a more diverse and finely
grained character for the neighborhood, but also provides opportunities for smaller, local developers to
play a role in the future of Downcity.

PROPOSED: A number of sites are suitable for redevel
ment along West Fountain and Washington Streets. 1. Ne
public safety complex.

CONNECTING AND COMPLETING DOWNCITY

OBSERVATION:The
oftheWealml
Btniat crmalng currently
provldN I
to attaact or
W9lcome pedeatrtana who
might crou the brtdge from
Downclty.
RECOMMENDATIONS:
Encourage the dev9lopment
of pedeatrtan-orlented
frontage along w.atmlnater
Street west of 1-15, and
facllltate the locatlon of
an urban market near the
croulng on the north aide.

Aerial view of the Westminster
Street Market site.

and the relatively up-scale, high-rise
residential buildings located on Washington Street just east of the bridge.
This site is also particular1y important
because it faces both Westminster
and Washington Streets, the two critical bridgeheads connecting to Downcity. Hence, it is critical to enhancing
the quality of the arrival experience at
two different points on the West Side.

The proposed design would mask
parking in the center of the block behind a liner building along Washington Street and behind the market that
Street Crossing. If this stretch of would face Westminster Street. The
Westminster Street is to be attracwhole project could be made finantive and welcoming for pedestrians
cially feasible by the incorporation of
crossing from Downcity, it needs to
provide uses that give people a de- the market as part of a larger mixedsire to cross. In addition, the street use development that could include
needs to be continuous and ped- apartments, condominiums or offices
above.
estrian-oriented up to the sidewalk.

THE WESTMINSTER STREET MARKET
DISCUSSION
The connection between Downcity
and the West Side neighborhoods
across 1-95 depends very heavily on
creating pedestrian-friendly destinations on either side of the highway.
Currently, this is not the case as pedestrians have to suffer through a block
or so of unfortunate experience before
there is a sense of having arrived in a
neighborhood.

SOLUTIONS
Two other ideas to improve the Westminster Street crossing were proposed: Redesign Cathedral Square
on the east side of the highway, and
transform the bridge into a distinctive pedestrian experience. The third
piece of the overall solution is to create some strategic redevelopment
on the west side of the Westminster

For these reasons, the site on the
north side of Westminster Street has
been identified as one of the possible
locations for an urban market that
could serve the growing population
of Downcity residents, as well as the
residents of the west side neighborhoods. If the market is to be located
on the west side of 1-95, it needs to
be located as close as possible to the
bridge in order to keep it within walking
distance for Downcity residents. This
particular site is close to the Westminster and Washington Street bridges

Along the south side of Westminster,
the proposal also indicates using infill
development in order to balance the
opposite side of the street and to create the kind of urban enclosure necessary to establish a pedestrian-oriented neighborhood center. In addition
to giving character and definition to
Westminster Street at this important
juncture, this could be an opportunity to encourage the development of
small retail opportunities along Westminster Street just to the west.

THE ATWELLS SITE
DISCUSSION

in the course of pursuing what are of-

tions for relatively tall buildings, which
are permitted under current zoning.
This could be good news insofar as
these buildings provide a buffer along
the Interstate for the adjacent neighborhoods. However, such buildings present a problem of compatibility with the
scale and character of the west side
neighborhoods. In addition to their
height, such buildings have a tendency
to present the neighborhood with their
back sides creating streets dominated
by large parking lots and automobileoriented entrances. The frontage is often unattractive and can be disruptive
of the urban character of the neighborhood, even when a relatively sensitive
developer tries to beautify the site with
berms and extensive landscaping.

such circumstances, it is better to intervene to make the building better from
an urban standpoint

ten losing battles, the neighborhood ulThere are already indications that sites timately loses standing in the process
along 1-95 are becoming attractive loca- and the ability to affect the outcome. In

RECOMMENDATIONS:
Encourage development of
tall bulldlnga on available
sites along the Interstate,
but require the developers
of •ltes on the west side
to Integrate their bulldlngs
Into the neighborhood by
masking parking and creating
pedestrian~riented frontage
with liner buildings.

There is a tendency for neighbors to
simply try to stop projects like this, but

SOLUTIONS
The project designated as the Atwells
Site provides an illustration of the way
tall buildings can be handled appropriately from the standpoint of their relationship to the neighborhood. In this
case, the high-rise tower would provide
visual articulation at a scale appropriate
along the high-speed Interstate mirroring the development of the sites on the
opposite side of the Broadway Bridge.
In return for the City's willingness to vacate a small section of Federal Street,
the developer is to be asked to mask
the parking with liner buildings that create a pedestrian-oriented frontage on
both Broadway and Bradford Streets.

Aerial view of the Atwells site.

Tall buildings along the Interstate are
proposed to provide appropriate scale.

The liner buildings also serve to bring
the scale down to a level more compatible with the surrounding neighborhood.
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